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Abstract 

The major composition of natural organic matter in Hong Kong’s drinking water 

reservoirs was algal derived organic materials. The aim of the present study was to 

investigate the DBPs formation potential and the mutagenicity of different algal 

derived organic matter. 

Chlorination of algal hydrophilic and hydrophobic proteins extracted from 

Chlamydomonas sp. revealed that hydrophilic proteins were more effective precursors 

of chloroform (35.9 μmol L
-1

 at 120 min), 35 times greater than that from the 

hydrophobic proteins. This indicates that algal hydrophilic proteins, containing low 

aromaticity and difficult to be removed via coagulation/flocculation, are important 

chloroform precursors. On the other hand hydrophobic proteins were more potent 

precursors of direct-acting mutagens (maximum level of 50.1 rev μL
-1

 at 30 s) than 

the hydrophilic proteins (maximum level of 3.38 rev μL
-1

 at 60 min). The 

mutagenicity of the chlorinated solutions generally reached a peak level shortly after 

chlorination and then declined afterwards, a pattern different from that of chloroform 

generation. The result suggested that hydrophobic organic intermediates with low 

molecular weight formed during chlorination may serve as the direct-acting mutagens. 

Similar mutagenicity pattern was also found in a fractionation study of algal derived 

organic matter (3 different MW fractions), suggesting that algal derived organic 
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matter with low MW (3 - 10 kDa) was the most mutagenic, at least 9 times more 

mutagenic than the other fractions (> 100 kDa and < 3 kDa). In contrast, high MW 

cell fractions (> 100 kDa) produced more stable DBPs (with maximum level of 

chloroform: 2724 mol molC 
-1

; DCAA: 19144 mol molC 
-1

 and TCAA: 1379 mol 

molC 
-1

) than the low MW fractions (< 100 kDa). The fraction of 3-10 kDa was the 

major precursor of HANs (maximum DCAN: 642 μmol molC
 -1

; TCAN: 460 μmol 

molC
 -1

) and HKs (maximum DCP: 865 μmol molC
 -1

; TCP: 821μmol molC
 -1

) upon 

chlorination.  

Chlorination of algal proteins and lipophilic extract from Navicula pelliculosa 

showed that the lipophilic fraction was more potent in generating chloroform, DCAA 

and TCAA than the algal protein. Further calculation showed that the observed DBPs 

production was close to the predicted values base on the percentages of lipid and 

protein in algal cells. This demonstrates that algal biochemical compositions may 

serve as a bioindicator for a preliminary estimation of chloroform, DCAA and TCAA 

formation upon chlorination.   

Six common fatty acids (FAs) with different number of double bond were 

chlorinated to examine its corresponding THMs and HAAs production. Results 

showed that the more double bonds in the FA the higher amounts of chloroform and 

DCAA were produced, whereas such pattern was not observed in TCAA. In spite of 
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this, the TCAA production among FAs (203 – 640 μmol molC
 -1

) was generally higher 

than DCAA (26.3 – 186μmol molC
 -1

) and chloroform (21.2 - 765μmol molC
 -1

). 

When bromide ion was spiked during chlorination of algal protein and lipophilic 

fraction, results showed that THMs and HAAs concentration increased, and 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic proteins favored the production of brominated species of 

THMs, whereas lipophilic fraction favored the production of brominated species of 

HAA. 
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